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PentAir
The Draeger PentAir constant flow respirators are designed with comfort, protection and
flexibility in mind. They can be used for in wide variety of situations like paint spraying, 
grinding, welding, and other non-IDLH applications.

The user has the choice of fixed flow, adjustable flow, or adjustable cool-flow valves. The
adjustable valve allows the user to increase or decrease air flow to the mask. The cool-flow 
valve cools the air through a venturi and ideal for applications with elevated temperatures. 

The PentAir uses the Panorama Nova mask that features the triple sealing edge that  
provides three sizes in one mask and also offers the versatility of using the full line of
Draeger NIOSH approved filter cartridges. 

ORDER INFORMATION

PentAir, Fixed Flow, w/Panorama Nova Mask 4055168

PentAir, Adjustable Flow, w/Panorama Nova Mask 4055170

PentAir Mask Respirator Kit - Complete 4055192

Consists of: PentAir Fixed Flow with Panorama Nova Mask, 50 ft light-duty hose, 

Hansen socket set, and 2-user portable air pump.

Silicone masks, stainless steel airline connections, and other options and accessories are available

for the Draeger Pent Air. Contact your local Draeger representative for more information. 

Airline Respirators

Portable Air Pumps
Supply your fixed flow PentAir mask or other manufacturer’s hoods with the Draeger
Portable Air Pump. Our ambient air pump provides a maximum of 15 CFM flow at an 
output of 15 psi. This electric driven pump is oil-less so there are no concerns of oil 
by-products entering the breathing air. Three different versions are available to meet your
supplied air demands. All versions come complete with intake and outlet particle filters. 

ORDER INFORMATION

Portable Air Pump; Supplies 2 Masks or 1 Hood 4055172

Portable Air Pump; Supplies 3 Masks or 2 Hoods 4055169

Portable Air Pump; Supplies 4 Masks or 3 Hoods 4055166


